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Background
What drives the development of power systems in the EU?
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Introduction
Main EU power system evolution drivers:
§ decarbonisation to mitigate climate change
§ meanwhile ensuring reliability (adequacy &
security) and cost-efficiency

2021–2022 has brought to the forefront other major
issues to focus on such as:
§ energy affordability (due to the gas price shock)
§ energy independence (particularly from Russia)
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EU decarbonisation goals
1997

Indicative EU target of 12% renewables by 2010

2005

EU Emissions Trading System launched

2009

Renewable Energy Directive: EU target of 20%
renewables by 2020

2018

Revised Renewable Energy Directive: 32% renewables
by 2030

2019

• European Parliament declares climate emergency
• The Green Deal (EC aims to make Europe climate neutral by
2050)

2021

• European Climate Law in force (climate neutrality by 2050)
• Intermediary step: net GHG emission reduction by at least 55%
by 2030 (compared to 1990)
• FitFor55 package

2022

REPowerEU Plan:
EC proposal to raise 2030 renewables target to 45%
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Electricity market liberalisation
Historically most of the
electricity and natural gas
companies were publicly
owned
• single vertically
integrated company
• no competition
• central dispatch
• regulated tariff

Two major changes

• liberalization and
unbundling
(pioneered by Norway,
Great Britain)
• development of the
Single Market

Expected impacts

• higher efficiency
- demand covered by the
most cost-effective
generators

• increased competition
- cheaper energy bills
• increased security of
supply
- diversified energy sources
- accommodation of
intermittent renewables
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EU electricity market liberalisation
First
Energy
Package
1996,1998

Clean
Energy
Package
2019
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• gradual
introduction of
competition
• first unbundling
requirements
Second
Energy
Package
2003

• further unbundling
• third party access
• independent
regulators

Third
Energy
Package
2009

• further unbundling
• network codes
• creation of ACER
(national regulator
cooperation)

Aggregators

• consumer at the
center of the clean
energy transition
• active consumers
enabled
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Wholesale day-ahead market
• Pay-as-cleared pricing
• The price is found at the intersection of the supply and demand curves
and thus determined by the most expensive accepted supply offer
Theory

Reality: very inelastic demand
The bidding zone configuration in Europe
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* supply/demand curves from 27.12.2016 10-11 AM CET

Baltic power system
What challenges are faced by the Baltic power system?
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Baltic power system
Baltic power system evolution has been
largely driven by the EU energy policy

Baltic synchronisation project with
Europe is a major additional driver

§ decarbonisation
§ electricity market liberalisation
§ electricity wholesale trade in Nord Pool since 2010s
§ retail competition

Riga Technical University
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Baltic synchronisation project
Historically (and still today), the Baltic
power system has been operating
synchronously with the Integrated/Unified
Power System (IPS/UPS) of Russia

In 2007, Baltic prime ministers agreed
to desynchronise from IPS/UPS
Connection to the Continental
Europe synchronous area selected,
to be implemented by 2025

Riga Technical University
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New challenges for the Baltic power system
System stability to be ensured locally:
• new services for frequency regulation (FCR, aFRR,
capacity products) & new balancing markets
• balancing resource adequacy
• larger involvement of demand-side flexibility
• continuous system inertia, especially in isolated mode

Baltic TSOs are implementing:
• interconnections (LT-PL) for trade (DC) and stability (AC)
• reinforcement of the Baltic power grid and increased
interconnection capacities
• large-scale battery energy storage (EE, LT, LV) in case of
unmet balancing needs from the balancing market
• synchronous condensers for inertia (EE, LT, LV)
Riga Technical University
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Research-based solutions
How can research help the Baltic power system in the energy transition?
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Recent collaboration
RTU Institute of Power Engineering has engaged in many collaborations with local energy stakeholders
With the Latvian TSO, Augstsprieguma tīkls AS:
• demand response for balancing (economic assessment / modelling tool, 2017/2018)
• balancing optimisation (activation optimisation function (AOF) parameter search tool) to increase
the usage of local balancing resources while reducing dependency on the IPS/UPS (2017/2018)
• battery storage state-of-charge management strategy and model development (2022)

With other Nordic-Baltic system operators (AST, Elering, Fingrid, Elektrilevi, Elenia):
• Horizon 2020 project INTERRFACE: development and piloting of a flexibility market
interface platform for meeting emerging TSO and DSO needs with distributed flexibility
resources in a coordinated manner (2019–2022)
With the Ministry of Economics:
• Contract work as well as projects of the National Research Programme «Energy» (2018–2021):
• INGRIDO: support for demand response and aggregator regulatory framework development,
studies on prosumerism, flexibility sources and their utilization, smart grid protection
• FutureProof: development paths for a high-RES future power system, power system stability
• LAGAS: trends, challenges and solutions of the Latvian gas infrastructure development
Riga Technical University
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Example: novel load shedding method
§

Goal: increase power system stability in isolated mode

§

Outcome: reduced constraints on DC interconnection capacities available to the electricity market

§

Method: utilise the new synchronous condensers to be installed, measuring the active power
deviation at their location and performing selective proportional load shedding, thus quickly stopping
frequency change in case of N–1 event and significantly reducing blackout risks

§

Initial market simulations demonstrate that the new method could bring significant welfare gains
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Example: aggregated demand response
Electricity
producers

Patēriņš

Demand response and other
distributed flexibility assets

Laiks

Aggregator

Market
(wholesale, balancing etc.)

Rīgas Tehniskā universitāte
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Example: aggregated demand response
§

DR impact on price: highly dependent on the shape of the original demand / supply curves. If the price is a high
outlier, the impact can be significant, but what is the outlier when the “normal” prices have become very high?

§

Main research question: how to incentivise DR without disrupting market and creating overall welfare loss?
Supply and demand curves (all points)

Supply and demand curves (zoomed in to intersection)

Price change due to
supply and demand
curve modification*

MCPorig. = 69.92 €/MWh

MCPmod. = 43.97 €/MWh

* based on 26.02.2018 07–08
CET data and cheap DR curve
at 50% compens. socialisation
Riga Technical University
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Example: generation adequacy with RES
Move towards a climate-neutral power system
by 2050 requires major developments of wind &
solar power production facilities

Simplified Baltic power system
model for adequacy/market
analysis

However, wind & solar are intermittent and have
seasonal & intraday variability

Baltic
windwind,
& solar
production
and electricity
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Example: generation adequacy with RES
Electricity market price depending on wind capacity assumption
(% from Base scenario) - arbitrary two weeks in winter
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The short-scale and medium-scale flexibility allows
significantly reducing both RES curtailment and
demand reduction
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However, some back-up capacity is nevertheless required for
prolonged periods of low-RES
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Electricity market price depending on wind capacity assumption
(% from Base scenario) - arbitrary two weeks in summer
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While overall RES tends to depress electricity market
prices, at times of scarcity the price can jump considerably
(especially if the back-up generation is needed very rarely)
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Ongoing work: SignAture project
«Multi-functional
modelling tool for
the significantly
altering future
electricity markets
and their
development»
Latvian Council of Science
FLPP project, 2022-2024

modelling tool for electricity
market research applicable to a
multitude of use cases, and utilise
it to assess and inform the future
development of electricity
markets in the Baltic states to
facilitate energy transition and
improve energy security

Research objective
Historical data
Assumptions

Future scenarios

Preliminarily selected case studies

Goal: to develop an open-source

Technical
parameters

Future
flexibility
markets

Market
actor
behaviour
assessment

Outcome

SignAture

Market player
models
Strategy

RES impact
on
wholesale
markets

Clearing simulation
Market
design

Spatial
scope

Results
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Electricity market design:
ongoing EU debate on whether
the current electricity market design is fit for purpose
to tackle the recent energy crisis
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Market design under question
13 October 2021

26 October 2021

29 April 2022
25 March 2022

11 March 2022

8 June 2022

27 June 2022

18 May 2022
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Additional slides
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Electricity market timeframe
Futures/ forwards
ØFinancial
instruments to
hedge against price
fluctuation risks

Futures/ forwards
Up to several years
ahead

Day-ahead market
ØThe main physical
delivery market
Ø90% of settlements
in the Baltic States

Day-ahead
market
Trading stops
13:00 D-1
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Intraday market
ØAllows balancing
delivery portfolio
during the day
ØApproximately 1..2%
of settlements

Balancing market
ØMarket where TSO
purchases manual
balancing (mFRR)
during the operative
hour to maintain
frequency

Intraday market

Balancing market

Trading stops 1h
before delivery

Trading stops 45 min
before delivery

Reserves market
ØMarket where TSO
procures system services
like FCR (primary
reserves), aFRR
(secondary reserves) and
RR (replacement reserves)

Reserves market
Auctions
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Price Coupling of Regions
• Single Day Ahead Coupling – nowadays, in most of
European day-ahead markets the bids are pooled
together and cleared at once (EUPHEMIA
algorithm), increasing the total welfare.
• Trade between areas is constrained by
interconnection capacities – whenever there are
congestions, the market price between congested
areas diverges.
• The electricity trade flow is in the direction from
the cheaper area (surplus) to the more expensive
area (deficit).

Single Day-Ahead Coupling sum import/export per area, 2020
Riga Technical University
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Day-ahead
average price
30 June 2022

x100
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